
Enjoy Handsfree Productivity While at Your Desk or Roaming the Workplace

Office workers, sales people, consultants and contact center 
agents—anybody who spends a lot of time on the phone—will 
be more comfortable, productive and mobile with a corded or 
wireless headset. Headsets bring freedom to work with your 
hands while talking on the phone…freedom to roam far from the 
communications device while staying connected…freedom to 
use the same headset on multiple devices.

Through a strategic alliance with Jabra, Authorized Toshiba 
Dealers deliver a wide range of headsets from the maker of the 
world’s first digital wireless headset, first wireless headset, first  
serial-connected headset that supports unified communications, 
and the first Bluetooth® headset. Jabra is the global market 
leader in Bluetooth headsets.

These award-winning headsets are optimized for Toshiba IPedge,® 
Strata® CIX™ and VIPedge® phone systems—working with Toshiba 
digital and IP desktop phones, PC-based softphones and Bluetooth- 
enabled mobile phones and tablets.

The portfolio includes a broad choice of corded or wireless models 
at price points and feature sets to match each user’s requirements.

For users who work at a desk, corded headsets enable multitask-
ing while still talking handsfree. For those who prefer to be unteth-
ered, professional-grade wireless headsets make it simple, reliable 
and affordable to go wireless.

For those who spend a lot of time on the phone, there are light-
weight designs, a choice of mono or duo speakers and ear plates/
cushions, and three different wearing styles. Everybody can match 

their way of working for all-day comfort. Depending 
on the model, power users can answer calls, 

adjust volume and mute the  
microphone from the headset 
or cord, via the computer  
or on a touch interface in a 
companion docking station.

For those who use multiple devices, software-based headsets 
seamlessly connect to traditional desk phones, softphones and 
Bluetooth-supported mobile devices. Grab the same headset no 
matter which phone is ringing, and control all three through the 
same touch screen interface.

For unified communications, choose from corded and wireless 
headsets certified to provide high-quality sound and handsfree 
operation with Toshiba’s Call Manager applications. Users get an 
enhanced experience with audio integration, ring in the headset 
(with an adapter), answer/end calling integration and mute/ 
volume control.

For employees on the move, Bluetooth  
or Wi-Fi®-friendly DECT wireless headsets  
enable you to roam 300 to 350 feet away from 
the desk while maintaining connectivity to all 
devices, with call control from the headset. 
Versatile headsets with triple connectivity 
make it easy to transfer calls to a mobile 
phone as you head out the door.

Assured audio quality
Advanced audio technology delivers crystal-clear sound even in 
moderately noisy environments. Noise-cancelling microphones 
and wind noise reduction offer enhanced sound and audio 
protection. For challenging environments, such as busy contact 
centers, you can further enhance audio quality with an audio 
processor for assured clarity and an optimal experience both for 
customers and employees.

Toshiba-certified headsets promote a safe, comfortable and more 
productive working environment.

Toshiba-certified Headsets
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TOSHIBA-CERTIFIED HEADSETS

Wireless Usage Key Features

Jabra GN9300e Series Deskphone 
Softphone/computer

Wi-Fi®-friendly, interference-free DECT technology 
Noise-cancelling microphone and wind noise reduction 
Enhanced sound and protection with DSP and IntelliTone™ 
Designed for all day use, with up to nine hours of talk time, 
Three wearing styles (headband, earhook and neckband) 
Wireless range up to 325' from the desk

Jabra GO™ 6400 Series Desk phone
Mobile phone/tablet
Softphone/computer

Bluetooth® headset for mobile, telephone-intensive environments
One headset for desk phones, softphones and mobile phone
Superior sound and Noise Blackout™ technology
Support for Toshiba Call Manager unified communications
Call control on headset, via computer or base station touch screen
Three wearing styles (headband, earhook and neckband)
Wireless range up to 300’ from the desk

JABRA PRO 900 Series Desk phone
Softphone/computer

Simple, affordable wireless communication for everyone
Separate models for desk phones and softphones
Support for Toshiba Call Manager unified communications
Call control buttons on the headset
Wireless range up to 350' from the desk

Jabra PRO 9400 Series Desk phone
Mobile phone/tablet
Softphone/computer

Wireless headset for highly connected offices
One headset for desk phones, softphones and mobile phone
Support for Toshiba Call Manager unified communications
Wireless range up to 450' from the desk
Call control from headset, via computer or base station touch screen

Corded Usage Key Features

Jabra BIZ™ 1900 Series Desk phone
DECT phone

Corded headset optimized for cost-conscious contact centers
Lightweight, sturdy design in a plug-and-play USB solution
Duo speakers and noise-cancelling microphone

Jabra GN2000 Series Desk phone
Wi-Fi phone
DECT phone
Softphone/computer

Corded headset for busy call centers and loud office environments that demand exceptional  
sound quality

One headset for desk phones, softphones and mobile phone
Large ear-cushions for extra comfort
Support for Toshiba Call Manager unified communications
Call control buttons on headset (answer/end calls, volume, mute)

Jabra GN2100 Series Desk phone
Wi-Fi phone
DECT phone
Softphone/computer

Comfortable, lightweight headset for contact centers and offices
Designed for use with traditional desktop telephony
Lightweight design with variety of wearing styles
Choice of boom arms and microphones for optimum voice quality
True wideband receiver for enhanced sound quality
Four different mono and duo styles, choice of ear plates/cushions

Jabra UC VOICE Series Desk phone
Wi-Fi phone
DECT phone
Softphone/computer

Corded headset designed specifically for unified communications
Premium visual design and sound clarity for quiet or loud offices
Noise-cancelling microphone and HiFi Stereo for multimedia apps
Controls on the headset cord (answer/end calls, volume, mute)
Leatherette-padded headband and ear cushions for comfort
Support for Toshiba Call Manager unified communications
Portable (with travel pouch) to move between offices (UC Voice 750)

Accessories Usage Key Features

JABRA LINK 850  
Audio Processor

Desk phone Amplifies phone calls and filters line noise for clear conversations
Designed for noisy call centers and phone-intensive offices
Ensures a safe call volume for your employees
Works with virtually any desk phone for easy implementation

Jabra LINK 14201-20 Desk phone Multi-use electronic hook switch (EHS) adapter
Call control from a wireless headset up to 450’ from the desk
Hear ring tone in headset, answer/end calls, adjust volume, mute


